Abstract: Autonomous vehicles require highly reliable navigation capabilities. For example, a lane-following method cannot be applied in an intersection without lanes, and since typical lane detection is performed using a straight-line model, errors can occur when the lateral distance is estimated in curved sections due to a model mismatch. Therefore, this paper proposes a localization method that uses GPS/DR error estimation based on a lane detection method with curved lane models, stop line detection, and curve matching in order to improve the performance during waypoint following procedures. The advantage of using the proposed method is that position information can be provided for autonomous driving through intersections, in sections with sharp curves, and in curved sections following a straight section. The proposed method was applied in autonomous vehicles at an experimental site to evaluate its performance, and the results indicate that the positioning achieved accuracy at the sub-meter level.
Introduction
Autonomous land vehicles require a level of accuracy that can enable lane decisions. In prior research, Lee [1] and Serrano [2] obtained position accuracy that enabled taking lane decisions by using a precise positioning algorithm based on RTK using GPS with an open sky. Specifically, it is important to develop guidance systems for autonomous vehicles since autonomous vehicles have to follow particular paths. Although autonomous driving is regionally possible by recognizing the surroundings, intelligent transportation services will only be commercially viable if the position of a vehicle is known with sufficient accuracy.
Therefore, the position information of vehicles should be sufficiently accurate to enable path-following functionality. If the information is sufficiently accurate and globally valid, then a safe path can be followed by implementing a simple guidance method. However, the GPS-RTK system requires data from a reference station and active communication links to receive all necessary information, so additional infrastructure is required. Also, standalone GPS with a Satellite Based Augmentation System (SBAS) cannot offer the necessary accuracy for the use of autonomous vehicles.
Waypoints and position information are necessary to guide vehicles, and inaccurate position information and waypoints can lead autonomous vehicles to wrong locations or to run in a biased route. Furthermore, lane keeping can be carried out using vision algorithms rather than position information. However, the disadvantage of using this method is that lanes must exist, so it cannot be used in areas where there is no guarantee of a continuity in lanes, such as in intersections and crosswalks. Moreover, problems can occur if lane detection is carried out in curved sections with straight lane models. Thus, the proposed method uses vision sensors and a curved line model to detect curved by calculating the lateral distance information of the detected lanes. In addition, stable autonomous driving methods have been suggested by estimating the GPS/DR errors through the use of longitudinal distance information by detecting stop lines and by matching the curved lane and the waypoints.
Related Work
Many studies have been carried out to localize vision-based and map-assisted methods [3] [4] [5] [6] , and computer vision and other techniques from robotic systems have been implemented to successfully follow paths without having absolute information on the position. Although such technologies have been previously applied in small areas, the DARPA Grand Challenge (DGC) in 2005 and DARPA Urban Challenge (DUC) in 2007 nevertheless required absolute position because the vehicle needed to navigate a large area.
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is a popular mapping method (in this paper, a waypoint was used as a map). SLAM performs efficient localization with map building by using reflectivity information obtained with vision sensors, LiDAR, and an estimator, such as an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) or a Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter (RBPF) [7] [8] [9] . This is similar to the proposed method because SLAM performs localization through landmarks and a map. The difference is that SLAM uses all features for localization while the method proposed in this study performs localization via GPS/DR error estimation by detecting the lanes and stop lines.
Other methods use the intensity of 3D-LiDAR to generate surface maps of the road, and the data is then localized through map matching [10] [11] [12] . However, this cannot be applied in every vehicle because 3D-LiDAR is expensive and the surface map is a new data form that does not yet have a standard.
One of the localization method that uses vision sensor is visual odometry technique. Bak [13] , Cuong [14] , and Scaramuzza [15] used point features to extract odometry information of ego-vehicle. A lane, which is a line feature, is more apparent information than point features, and is used as a land mark in this paper.
Gruyer [16] , Ieng [17] and Li [18] presented a localization method that uses lane detection that is similar to that proposed in this study in terms of the using lateral distance with mapping assistance. Especially, Gruyer and Ieng used lateral distance measurement using lateral camera systems which are placed outside of the vehicle. However, the proposed method performs lane tracking not in the image frame but in the vehicle frame by using lane tracking based on a curved model and reducing the lateral distance error that occurs when using the front camera as described in Section 4.2. The measurement equation that is derived in the lane frame is a difference with respect to other papers. In this manner, safe autonomous driving is supported in areas with a sharp curves by reducing the lateral distance error.
Localization Problems in Autonomous Driving
Autonomous vehicles should be able to perform continuous and reliable localization. The vehicle can be assumed to have a surveyed precise map that consists of waypoints that can be followed in addition to stop line information. The commands to follow the waypoints include the steering angle and speed. The position and the angle of the heading of vehicle are necessary in order to generate the proper steering angle and speed. A driving environment can be basically classified into three parts: a straight lane, a curved lane and a short region without a lane, such as an intersection. In a straight lane, it is possible to obtain the lateral distance by detecting the lane, and the navigation system accurately estimates the lateral position when the distance is measured. Also, the longitudinal position can be accurately estimated by using the distance measured when the stop line has been detected. Problems can occur at an intersection and in an area marking a transition from a straight to a curved section. Computer vision cannot be used to provide any information for the intersection, and no correction information is available for localization. In addition, the area that is to be converted into a curve from a straight lane has no longitudinal information, and the error of the longitudinal position results in steering commands that are either performed early or late with erroneous timing, which causes a departure from the lane. Therefore, autonomous driving with a precise lateral position is only possible in a straight section, but a precise longitudinal position is essential for autonomous vehicles in an area where a curved lane begins and were the vehicle will enter an intersection. In addition, the navigation system should provide the precise position at the intersection.
GPS/DR Error Estimator
The proposed navigation system consists of a GPS, an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), an odometer, a map and a vision sensor (Figure 1a) . The GPS/DR system consists of a GPS receiver, an odometer and a gyroscope (Figure 1b) , and it provides the position and heading angle. The odometer filter estimates the velocity of the vehicle, the heading filter estimates the heading angle, and the position filter estimates the position and the heading of the GPS/DR system. The GPS/DR system model is summarized as follows.
(a) (b) Figure 1 . (a) Overall system structure; (b) GPS/DR system structure.
Odometer filter: 
In this equation,  and B  represent the heading angle error of the vehicle and the bias error of the gyroscope, move head z is the measurement when the vehicle moves, and stop head z is the measurement when the vehicle stopped. Figure 2 shows the performance of the estimated position/velocity of the GPS/DR system. Image processing is used with a vision sensor to detect and track lanes and stop lines, and this information is used to measure the lateral and longitudinal distances.
An EKF-based GPS/DR error estimation filter estimates the GPS/DR error using lateral/longitudinal distance measurements that are obtained from the image processing system. In this study, we have assumed that the waypoint (map) is very accurate, and it makes GPS/DR error estimation possible. If the waypoint has an error, then the error is considered as a GPS/DR position error. Thus the positioning result of the proposed system is not sufficiently accurate in a global frame (erroneous latitude and longitude) but is accurate in a waypoint frame to make safe autonomous driving possible. 
GPS/DR Error Modeling
In an open sky, the error components can be modeled by using the Dilution of Precision (DOP) error component that results of the placement of the satellites with the exception of the thermal noise, clock errors and the atmosphere error components [19, 20] . The range measurements that can be obtained from a satellite can be modeled as follows:
In this equation, i  is the range measurement of a satellite i , dp , dt , dT , atmosphere d ,   , represent the geometrical distance between a satellite and a receiver, the orbit error of a satellite, the clock error of a satellite, the clock error of the receiver, the atmospheric error (the delay error due to the ionosphere and troposphere), and the thermal noise of the receiver, respectively. At least four range measurements are required to calculate the position, and non-lane areas are very short during autonomous driving. At an intersection, the length of the section is shorter than 100 m and can be driven within 10 s at a speed of 36 km/h. We can assume that there is no change in the DOP during short intervals, and therefore, GPS errors can be modeled as a random constant. As shown in Figure 3 , the random constant model is appropriate because the change in the GPS/DR position error is small. We correct the GPS/DR position with the estimated GPS error by using the waypoint and vision in the lane or by predicting the GPS/DR error in the non-lane [21] : 
Curve Model Lane Detection, Curved Parameter Estimation and Lateral Measurement
In general, the lane detection methods trace the vanishing points by using a straight line model [22] . When the lane detection methods use a straight line model, an error can occur when lateral measurements are made in sections with a curved line (Figure 4) . Figure 4 shows that the origin of the vehicle is on the right side of the lane (+), but errors occur in the estimation of the left side of the lane (−) during lane detection using straight line models. Therefore, lane detection is carried out using curved models to remedy these errors. Figure 5 consists of a flow chart of the lane detection with curved models. The curved parameters of the lane are estimated by generating a model with a second-order polynomial line by using the least squares (LSQ) method with a simple edge detector, finding pixels that are considered to indicate lanes, and using n points among them. Subsequently, an outlier is removed by using the estimated line for the curve, as in Figure 6 . The constraints of the lane validation method used in this paper are as follows:
(1) The width of both lanes that are detected is 2.5-4.5 m. The width of the general lane is about 3.5 m.
(2) The difference in the slopes (the first-order term) for both lanes is less than 0.3 because the lanes are parallel. (3) The difference in the angle variation (the second-order term) for both lanes is below 0.015 because the variation in the angle of both lanes is the same as that in curved sections.
The length of the area is confined to be 14 m in order to minimize the distortion that occurs during transformation from an image frame to a vehicle frame, and 50 M  , 30 n  are also set. To obtain stable lateral measurements, the curved parameter ( , lk x ) is estimated by using a Kalman filter with the points predicted for the outlier-removed lanes and the curved models consist of the second-order polynomial models from Equation (6) 
The frame is the vehicle frame ( Figure 7 ) with vehicle P detected lane points in the vehicle frame.
The points detected on the Y axis for both lanes is estimated using a LSQ method that corresponds to The results were obtained using driving data that was obtained from the center of the lanes with manual driving. Therefore, the lateral measurements should have a value near zero. In Figure 9 , area ① is a right turn, and ②-④ are a left turn. As shown in Figure 8a , the errors indicate that the vehicles are located in the left of the lane in the left turn area and that vehicles are located on the right side of the lane in the right turn area. As the curved lane sections become sharper, the errors increase. If this measurement is used, the GPS/DR errors can be incorrectly estimated. However, Figure 8b shows lateral measurements close to zero with the second-order polynomial models. In other words, the estimation functions for GPS/DR errors can be improved by using curved models.
Longitudinal Measurements from the Stop Line Detection
An accurate position in terms of the lateral lanes is used to keep the vehicle in the center of the lane. However, the accuracy of the longitudinal position is important in order to enact changes in the direction when in an intersection. Stop lines can be detected using vision sensors, and the stop lines that are detected are thus used to calculate the longitudinal measurements. Figure 10 shows the flowchart of stop line detection and the result is shown as Figure 11 . The constraints of the validation of the distance for the detected stop lines are as follows:
(1) The stop line is located laterally within 3.5 m. 
GPS/DR Error Estimation Filter
The error estimation filter uses measurements from both sensors, including GPS/DR and a vision sensor. GPS/DR provides information on the absolute position, and the vision sensor provides information on the vehicle frame that is different from that of GPS/DR. Therefore, the error estimation filter has a structure where the information of the navigation frame is corrected by using information that is measured for the vehicle frame [25] . The lateral distance between the GPS/DR and the waypoint link can be calculated by using a waypoint as the information of a map. For the vision sensor, the lateral distance from the center of the lane can be measured by detecting the lanes. This study makes two assumptions for the error estimation filter:
The waypoint is located at the center of the lanes. In general, the location information for the lanes is produced through a survey when accurate maps are produced, and therefore, the center of the lanes can be easily extracted from an accurate map that has been produced. d , which are obtained from the vision sensor and from GPS/DR, respectively. Therefore, the measurement equation is shown in Equation (14):
It is necessary to present the lane frame to configure the filter (Figure 12 ), and as shown in Figure 12 , the frame is rotated according to the heading angle (  ) and is calculated from a waypoint. Then, it can be transformed into a lane frame: Figure 12 . Lane frame.
After the rotation, the transformed   E e  axis corresponds to a lane. This is the lateral distance information of the lanes, and therefore, the equation for the lane frame can be presented as follows:
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Equation (19) can be obtained through a partial differential of each term in Equation (18) 
Measurement equation:
, ,
Longitudinal Measurement from the Curve Matching
The longitudinal position error from the GPS/DR measurement may be large in the transition area from a straight to a curved lane when the vehicle starts to drive or drives in one direction for a long time because there is no longitudinal information. If the vehicle enters a curved section, the heading of the vehicle and the waypoint change, and then the error estimation for east and north become available. However, before entering a curve, the waypoint navigation may suffer from a failure due to the steering command that has been generated with an incorrect timing as a result of the longitudinal error.
The curved parameter of the lane ahead can be calculated as in Equation (6) by using the waypoint. After interpolation with a resolution of y  , the waypoint that uses the curved parameter that has been calculated is transformed into a vehicle frame. At this time, the transformation uses the corrected position with the error estimator that has been laterally corrected. Then the interpolated waypoint curve ( As shown in Figure 13 , the true longitudinal distance is −2.78 m, and the distance measured ( , v lon d ) from Equation (28) is −2.93 m. Thus, accurate longitudinal measurements can be obtained through curve matching.
The measurements for the longitudinal range from the curve matching are effective only in the transition from a straight to a curved lane. After the longitudinal error has been estimated once, the lateral information in the area of the curve becomes longitudinal information. Therefore, in this study, we have used 0.1 m y  and have restricted the section where curve matching was performed by the waypoint curvature. The longitudinal range that was measured is used as an input of the error estimation filter that is described in Section 4.4. 
Autonomous Experimental Results
The experiment was carried out by applying the lane detection method with a curved model and the GPS/DR error estimation filter proposed in this study in an autonomous vehicle. Figure 14 shows a map that is based on the reflectivity of the experimental site. The map was produced by using a commercial RTK/INS system and a 3D-LiDAR (HDL-32E, Velodyne, Morgan Hill, CA, USA) ( Table 1 ). The true value of the position cannot be known due to the movement in the environment, so a commercial RTK/INS system, which has a high price, was used to determine the reference position (true value) to conduct a quantitative analysis. Figure 15 shows the total trajectory. Figure 16 shows the results that were obtained with the proposed method, and Figure 17 shows a comparison of the results when measurements were used for lane detection with a straight line model and with a curved model in sections with sharp curves. In this section, the result of using a straight model is that vehicles lean to the left during a right turn and to the right during a left turn. However, the results when using a curved model reduce the lateral error. In Table 2 , the overall longitudinal error is larger than the intersection. The reason for this is that the longitudinal error can be corrected before entering an intersection, but cannot be estimated because most of total trajectory is straight. 
Conclusions
This study proposes a navigation system that supports autonomous driving through the use of GPS/DR, waypoints and a vision sensor. The disadvantages of using a lane following system with lane detection is that there are discontinuous sections in the lanes. Therefore, this study proposed a GPS/DR error estimation filter that allows stable navigation in such sections. In addition, we suggest methods that can reduce the errors in the lateral distance by detecting lanes using a curved model in order to solve the problems where lateral distance errors occur in curved lane sections. The curve matching method between the waypoints and the detected curve lanes reduces the longitudinal error before entering a curved section after a straight section. Only lane and stopline detection was performed using image processing, so much less computational power is required when compared to the use of visual odometry and a particle filter, and it is thus very easy to enable real-time use in embedded systems.
This system can therefore be applied in not only an autonomous vehicle but also vehicles which is already equipped with GPS, IMU and black box(monocular vision sensor) to safely run the vehicle in straight lanes, curved lanes and through intersections.
However, greater availability is required for autonomous vehicles. The stopline was the only road marking considered in this paper for longitudinal information, but the stopline does not exist everywhere. Thus, every road marking (arrow, speed limit, etc.) will be added to provide more longitudinal information. Also, vision sensors have limited functionality at night or with a backlight, so LiDAR, Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC), etc. can possibly be used in autonomous vehicles [26] [27] [28] [29] . Multi-sensor systems based on a federated Kalman filter can improve the reliability and availability of the localization system, and in addition, the integrity of an autonomous vehicle can be provided by using the covariance of local filters and the master filter. Therefore, a localization method that ensures the availability and integrity will be part of future work.
